Banner Grip™
-banner stretching frame
Takes loose banners and makes them drum-tight. Any size made fast, free shipping !
FEATURES of the Banner Grip™
-banner stretching frame:

80”x 90” loose, un-stretched banner,
that shows wrinkles and creases.

1.

Easily hang loose banner in frame before tightening,
no struggling with precision alignment or sticky tapes.

2.

Easily add clamps anywhere in rail, at any time-to get
a perfectly stretched banner; Clamps are individually
adjustable to get the perfect stretch -no sags anywhere.
A truly innovative frame. Patents Pending.

3.

Inside or outside use, will not rust, drip or corrode
-made of high grade aluminum alloy and stainless steel;

4.

Display ANY type of banner: raw edge, or existing
banners with grommets, pole sockets or hemmed edges any thickness banner;

5.

Will also hold rigid, but flexible substrates like solid plastic
sheets or sheet metal signs up to 1/16” thick. Will eliminate
“waviness” and make signs perfectly “flat.”

6.

Shipped in 60”to 80” sections (for larger frames) by UPS
ground –for fast assembly on-site.

7.

No minimums: 1 or 1,000. Any size up to 100 feet !
Made in USA -highest quality at the lowest costs.

Large frames are sent in 60” to 80” sections and quickly connect with included
and pre-installed joiner straps. Once closed, the seams are practically invisible.
Frames sent by UPS for easy assembly on site. Frame is 4” wide, 1.25” thick.

Stretched banner showing simple clamps that do all the work.
Stretches out the worst wrinkles and creases.
Your graphic will look like it was ironed !

Installation of large banner stretch frames.
Size: 23 ft x 11 ft

Simple, super-strong alloy clamps
do all the work stretch and hold.

Email or call us for pricing and samples

Tel: 1-800-915-2828
Alpina Manufacturing LLC 3418 N. Knox Ave Chicago, IL 60641

Frame edges flipped down to cover banner edges,
clamps and mounting holes. Banner looks beautiful !

Fax: 1-800-217-9431

email: sales@bannergrip.com
Visit www.

bannergrip.com

